June’s winner is being recognized for making the best out of every situation. After being told his job working in the dairy at Stocking Hall would be ending he accepted his new position and from the first day he has been a leader, boosting the morale of his department with his positive and tireless efforts. He stepped in and took his new responsibilities very seriously. Dispatching and training students for booth work and also trained new hires in the geography of the campus.

While dispatching he sets the tone for the day by sending the “troops” off with a resounding “Have a terrific day!” and most important he means it. He is selfless and helpful to all.

He often adds helpful suggestions and motivational quips to each morning briefing. He is polite, courteous and effective in his communications with co-workers and the Cornell community at large. He educates parkers, instead of punishing them, and extends his hand for a shake with most interactions. He’s a bit of a character, and those who meet him on his rounds, are sure to hold a great impression of him and in turn, the department.